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Improving the penultimate step in the
jumping events
Bob Myers
According lo the aulhor, poor
take-off lechnique prevents many
athleles from becoming world class
jumpers, even though ihey seem lo
have the necessary pre-requisities. He
therefore Illustrates a simple and
practical tnelhod for analyzing and
improving this phase in ihe long
jump, triple Jump and high jutnp.
This method is based on the sense of
hearing — a coach can learn to
distinguish by sound correct and
incorrect lake-off mechanics. . .
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1. Introduction

It is unbelievable to me how many
really good sprinters and amazing leapers there are. Yet there are relalively few
good "jumpers".
Looking al the world rankings in the
sprints, it is easily seen that there is incredible depth of performance in both
the men's and women's sprints. In the
Jumping events however, performances
fall off more steeply. Looking to our
local gyms in the United Stales, you
will see an abundance of talented vertical leapers, but this has nol been translated to an abundance of good jumpers
on our athletics teams.
How is il that so many athleles who
would seem to have the pre-requisites
to become world class performers in
the long jump, triple jump or high
jump never make it?
My feeling is that poor take-off technique is an important factor in this situation. Every season I see countless
jumpers, from the beginners to subelite (iraining ages of 1 lo 6), with poor
take-off mechanisms. In my opinion,
the penultimate step is the key lo lakeoff technique and one of the least understood aspects in the jumping events.
I believe that we, as coaches, could do
a better job with the taleni available by
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gaining a better undersianding of the
final two sleps \n the jumping events.
The purpose of this arlicle is to assist
coaches wiih their undersianding of
the mechanics of the lake-off and
penultimate steps in the jumping events
and to explain a simple yet practical
method for the anaylsls of this phase
of the event.
2. Analysing thc Take-off

The take-off in the jumping events is
not easily analyzed with the human
eye. Additionally, many coaches coach
evenis other than the jumps and find it
hard to see this complex movement.
Even more important is the fact that a
large number of youlh athleles are
coached by beginning level club or
school coaches who do nol have
enough experience to accurately see
and make judgements about the takeoff in the jumps by watching.
I would surmise that most coaches
do not have access to the expensive
video equipment which would help
ihem in this area. 1 would therefore like
to propose ihai many coaches can utilise another sense in analyzing and
teaching take-off technique. That sense
is the sense of hearing.
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What 1 am saying is that correct and
incorrect take-off mechanics can be
distinguished by sound. Wiih a clear
understanding of the mechanics and
objectives of the take-off, in particular
the final steps, as well as a little practice and experience, a coach can be able
to make valuable analy.ses of jumps.
This ability can assisl greatly in the
teaching and improvement of lake-off
technique.
3. Thc Long Jump and Triple Jump

The primary goal of the take-off in
long and triple jumps should be lo
mainiain horizontal velocity (with less
than lO^^o deceleration) while developing enough vertical velocity lo lake off
at an angle of 15-25 degrees. The photos of Willie Banks (USA) and Helga
Radke (GDR) are good illustrations of
the correct mechanics of the penultimate step.
In the long jump, the cenire of mass
is lowered slightly, (about a 7*^o deviation for men and 4% for women from
sprinting), as the touchdown of the
penultimate step is slightly heel first
(not on the ball of the foot like top
speed sprinting). The ankle should be
at a 90 degree angle to the shin. The

step should be slightly longer, almost
fiat and pulling (wilh the hamstrings
and glutes) so that the take-off foot is
grounded as soon as possible. Both of
the last two steps shouid be grounded
while they are coming back toward the
body, not reaching oul, which will
negate forward velocity.
The last two sleps should be quicker
than the preceeding ones, iherefore, an
increase in rhythm should occur. The
increase in stride frequency occurs as
the lasl step is shoriened almost lOtVo
less than the penultimate step.
If executed correctly, the body is
slightly lowered on the penultimate and
is on the rise (at 15-25 degrees) through
the lake-off. All this should occur with
a goal of less than a 10% loss of
horizontal velocity (according lo Hay,
1988, the average loss is 14%).
An easy lip-off to a poor execution
of ihe last two steps is loud foot contacts with the runway. This indicates a
braking action instead of maintenance
of velocity. Conversely, if the athlete is
just running through wilhoul getting
any conversion of horizontal to vertical, there will be the sound of normal
sprinting.
A correct penultimate step will yield
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a resonant sound, a median between
the loud contacts and regular sprinting, followed by a quickened take-off
step which sounds more like a regular
sprint step.
The real factor here is the rhythm of
the sound of the last two steps. Correct
penultimate and take-off steps will
yield a distinct increase in the speed of
the sound of the last two steps. It is this
increase in rhythm that a jumper must
have in order to accommodate the correct take-off mechanics. With no increase in rhythm in the last two steps,
a correct lake-off is virtually impossible.
4. The High Jump

The main difference in the lake-off
of the high jump is that the body lowers more to precipitate a take-off angle
of 45-55 degrees. (There should be
more ankle, knee and hip flexion). The
phoios of Lyudmilla Andonova (BUL)
illustrate this very well.
In the high jump, much of the same
mechanics apply as in the other jumping events. The athlele should be as fast
as possible through the penultimate
and lake-off strides. Since vertical ve-
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locity at take-off here is the top priority, bolh arms must be used to attain
impulse. So while ihe penultimate step
is pulling back rapidly, both arms are
puUing back behind ihe body, about
hip level, much like a swimming stroke.
Since ihe main goal is vertical velocity rather than horizontal, the take-off
leg is used more like a pole vault pole.
The earlier it is planted, the smoother
the conversion from horizontal to vertical. To realize this early plant, the key
again is a quick, fiai, pulling, penultimate step which does noi drag the
ground as it drives off inlo the
take-off.
The penultimate step usually includes deeper knee joint flexion in the
high jump compared to the long jump.
Because of this increased negalive vertical velocity, the sound is again a
resonant sound due to a heel first, but
almost flat footed, ground contact.
Again, too much deceleration will yield
a loud, blocking sound caused by an
overly long penultimate step.
Where many younger athletes gel
into trouble is an overly long take-off
step. This severely hinders conversion

of horizontal velocity to vertical velocity. This also detracts from the stretchreflex activity of the take-off leg which
aides in developing peak vertical velocity.
5. Conclusion
While, at first, you may nol be able
to distiguish the difference between the
sound of correct and incorrect penultimate steps and take-offs, with a minimum of practice hearing can become
as practical as seeing (as many blind
people will attest). By learning to use
your sense of hearing for this purpose
you will be gaining an additional
coaching tool.
With a belter understanding of the
mechanics of the penultimate step and
take-off, and by using the feedback
provided by sound, it is possible to syslemalically teach athletes belter takeoff technique. I feel we can have many
more proficient jumpers at every level
in the athletic ranks and many coaches
of potentially brilliant alhletes can be
spared the agony of seeing their athletes stagnate instead of improve. tH
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